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Greensea IQ and Ocean Power
Technologies Extend Strategic
Partnership to enhance Maritime Domain
Awareness Solution

Greensea IQ, a leading provider of marine robotics software and maritime
solutions, is proud to strengthen its partnership with Ocean Power
Technologies (OPT), a pioneer in renewable ocean energy solutions following
its latest contract extension.

This significant extension underscores the longevity and strength of their



partnership, which began in 2021, and signifies a deepening of their
collaboration and shared vision in advancing maritime technologies and
solutions.

Leveraging its versatile open architecture platform OPENSEA, Greensea IQ
will continue to work with OPT to develop the next generation of OPT’s
Maritime Domain Awareness Solution (MDAS).

OPT is renowned for its over-the-horizon (OTH) MDAS-equipped PowerBuoy
products. The OPT PowerBuoy serves as an innovative renewable energy
solution, harnessing its power from a combination of solar, wind, and wave
activity. MDAS is integrated with OPT PowerBuoys to monitor and collect
data in marine protected areas, mitigate illegal fishing, provide automated
vessel traffic data for ports, or support extended offshore monitoring and
data collection capabilities for defense and security applications.

The new multi-year contract extension, which will run through to May 2025,
will see Greensea IQ’s advanced technologies, including OPENSEA and Safe
C2, play a pivotal role in the evolution of OPT’s MDAS, with Greensea IQ and
OPT collaborating on all aspects of system and software design and
development, including command and control, communications, and data
transfer, including integration of OPT’s unmanned surface vehicles (USVs)
into the overall architecture.

Initially developed for specific defense purposes, the dual-purpose
technologies, OPENSEA and Safe C2, are being reworked to adapt to and
support OPT’s objectives in maritime security and awareness and will
enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of its ocean energy and defense
solutions. This partnership will encompass integration of sensory data, user
interface optimization, secure data transfer to the cloud, and integrating edge
computing and storage solutions. Together, these advancements will enable
seamless communication, and robust command and control capabilities.

“We are excited to continue strengthening our partnership with Ocean Power
Technologies and contribute to the evolution of the Maritime Domain
Awareness Solution. Our technologies, OPENSEA and SafeC2 are well-
positioned to support and facilitate OPT’s vision.

“The collaboration of our technologies will prove to be an ‘easy’ lift in that
we already have the working pieces, such as user interface, command and



control, communication, and sensor integration. The only addition required is
the integration of data transfer to the cloud.” said Ben Kinnaman, CEO of
Greensea IQ.

Commenting on the contract extension, OPT praises Greensea IQ’s
technology and the contribution it will bring to the development of MDAS.
James Clark, OPT Principal Architect for Mission Systems states “Greensea IQ
has been integral to the development of the OPT MDAS platform since the
beginning, and we are very pleased to be extending our partnership with
Greensea IQ for this next crucial phase of MDAS evolution. Extending our
engagement with Greensea IQ signifies our joint commitment to pushing the
boundaries of innovation in the maritime industry. We look forward to
delivering these advancements with the support of Greensea IQ and its
advanced technologies.”

Greensea IQ’s technology aligns seamlessly with OPT’s vision and its work to
continue exploring and developing the capabilities of its PowerBuoys, USVs,
and MDAS. The synergy between the two companies promises to deliver
groundbreaking solutions for the maritime industry and underscores the
adaptability and versatility of Greensea IQ’s technology.
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advancement for defense, transportation, energy, and science applications.

The world on and beneath the waves has long been a source of fascination
and mystery. As technology advances, our ability to explore and understand
the oceans has grown exponentially. Greensea IQ is the merger of three
companies at the forefront of this revolution – Greensea Systems, Bayonet
Ocean Vehicles, and Armach Robotics. Each of these organizations has made
significant strides in marine technology, revolutionizing the way we work in
the ocean. Together, as Greensea IQ, emerges a more powerful and
innovative company, committed to making the work that is done on and
under the ocean more efficient, safer, and for the protection of earth and
humankind.

Greensea IQ is the developer of OPENSEA, an open architecture robotics
platform that provides control, navigation, and autonomy for the marine
industry. One of the key strengths of OPENSEA’s technology is its
adaptability. The software can be integrated into a wide range of underwater
vehicles, from remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) to autonomous underwater
vehicles (AUVs). This flexibility makes Greensea IQ’s solutions invaluable for
various applications, including offshore energy, scientific research, and
maritime defense.

Further notes to Editor

Greensea IQ continues to manufacture the Bayonet line of autonomous
underwater ground vehicles (AUGV). Operating from the seafloor to the
beachhead, Bayonet AUGVs travel through the harshest conditions where
other systems can not. Bayonet AUGVs have been used for UXO search and
classification and are suited for near shore inspection for offshore wind and
defense, especially in the surf zone. Bayonet AUGVs are available as a Robot
as a Service to reduce the initial upfront costs for customers to expand their
fleet.

EverClean, the original always clean hull solution originally pioneered by
Armach Robotics, will continue with Greensea IQ in a state-of-the-art remote
operations center located in Plymouth, MA. EverClean is a proprietary,
scalable service solution that provides preventative in-water cleaning and
inspection data to maintain optimum vessel performance for extended
periods of time.



Greensea IQ continues the progress being made in the field of marine
technology by providing the software and hardware that contributes to the
sustainable management of marine resources and the protection of
underwater ecosystems, as well as the people working on and under the
oceans.
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